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The worlds of Elden Ring are vast. You can enjoy an even more
immersive online experience by joining a party that you can freely
choose. While this is happening, you can change the battle
situation by selecting the “Duel” mode for a more active battle.
Both in the “Duel” mode and the “Instant Adventure” mode, there
are areas where you can freely alter the battle scene. Apart from
this, players are able to communicate, share tips and life events
as well as send gifts to one another! Explore the vast world with
friends or strangers, depending on your mood. Elden Ring is a
fantasy action RPG where you can freely change the battle scene
through the “Duel” and “Instant Adventure” modes. 1. “Duel”
Mode “Duel” Mode is a tag-team battle where you can attack with
two characters. In this mode, you will be competing with players
who you can freely choose, so you will have a chance to defeat
your opponent by teaming up. 2. “Instant Adventure” Mode
“Instant Adventure” Mode is a mode that has been selected
during the online chat with your party members. You can fight
monsters, defeat other players, and earn EXP by defeating them.
3. Online Play *Players can enter a world where they can share,
communicate and interact with one another. * Players can travel
with other players through the online world, and then battle with
them. *The online world will be shared among PS4 users. (PS3
users will also be able to enjoy the online experience by installing
a client on their PS4.) *Players can customize their own character
*Players can develop their own character *Players can freely
change the battle scene *Players will be able to customize their
own play style *Players can enjoy the genre by combining two
weapons or magical abilities for a powerful attack *Players can
enjoy a story in which a multilayered tale unfolds in fragments
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*Players will be able to engage in fights with the multi-layered
online play through the “Instant Adventure” mode ABOUT NUEVO
GAMES NUEVO GAMES INC. is a San Francisco (U.S.A.) based
company that is dedicated to developing new forms of
entertainment, specializing in online PC games. The company’s
current activities are centered on

Elden Ring Features Key:
Large world of virtual land. An immersive world filled with open fields and huge dungeons. You
can freely explore it at your own pace.
Unique Character Creation. By meeting the condition of "Grace", which is one of the six virtues in
the Greed Souls' Bureau.
Many types of actions and different event triggers. The game grants an extensive amount of
freedom and flexibility to the user.

Every upgrade for the Hunter is a great challenge. Players who were a little disappointed with the previous
Hunter still have the chance to experience all the fun the new release has to offer! Get ready to control the
Hunter. Be a Hunter who accepts challenges and ventures far beyond the World Map. Greetings, Hunters of
the World. It's time to set out with the Hunter, or follow the new developments? You can see today's theme
events for each region in the schedule below.
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